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Abstract 
 
This paper examines the emergence of the Chinese adverb běnlái and its further development into a 
stance discourse marker (SDM). Most of the previous studies consider the epistemic modal adverb běnlái 
‘indeed, truly’ to have originated from the temporal adverb běnlái ‘originally’. Based on the framework of 
constructionalization (Traugott and Trousdale 2013) and Van de Velde et al. (2013)’s idea of multiple 
sources, I argue that the temporal adverb might not have been the only source for the modal běnlái to 
occur. Furthermore, the modal adverb changed into an SDM connecting the coherence in discourse and at 
the same time signaling speaker’s subjective evaluation. I argue that the change was enabled by both 
subjectification and analogization. The exemplars to which běnlái was by hypothesis analogized include 
the extant discourse connectives (e.g., kěshì) and the extant commentary pragmatic markers (e.g. kělián, 
suǒxìng) (Fraser 2009).  
 
Key words: constructionalization; multiple sources; subjectification; analogization; stance discourse 
marker; commentary pragmatic marker; discourse connectives 
 
 
1. Introduction 
In Modern Chinese, the grammatical status of the lexical item běnlái ‘originally’ has long been a matter of 
debate. Lü (1980) points out that běnlái in Modern Chinese can be both a non-predicative adjective and 
an adverb, as in (1a) and (1b-1c). Xing (2003) suggests that although běnlái in (1b) and (1c) is an adverb, 
functionally they are different as běnlái in (1b) denotes a temporal, while in (1c) it is an epistemic modal 
adverb marking the speaker’s attitude to the proposition.  
 
(1) a. 这是世界本来的面貌 

zhè  shì   shìjiè   běnlái  de      miànmào  
this  COP  world   true    ASSOC  look  
This is the true look of the world.  

 
     b. 我本来有五本书 

wǒ  běnlái    yǒu   wǔ  běn  shū  
I   originally  have  five  CL  book  
I originally had (used to have) five books.  

 
     c. 你本来就是学生 

nǐ   běnlái  jiù  shì   xuéshēng  
you  indeed  just  COP  student  
You are indeed a student (as to confirm a prior statement).  

 
One function that has hardly been mentioned in the literature is that in Modern Chinese, běnlái also 

occurs at the initial position of a matrix clause followed by an intonational pause (represented by a 
comma in writing) and functions as an operator to connect the propositions in the discourse, as in (2): 
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(2) S1.  于是那天晚上，盛氏夫妇一见把小女儿惹哭了，就都不再讲什么了。 

yúshì  nèitiān   wǎnshàng,   shèngshì fūfù      yī    jiàn  bǎ    xiǎo 
Then  that day  night     Mr. and Ms. Sheng  once  see  BA  little 
nǚ'ér    rě    kū-le,        jiù  dōu  bù   zài   jiǎng shénme   le 
daughter make cry-PFV   then both not again  say     whatever  CRS 

     S2.  本来，这几天盛小姐以为事情已然平安度过了呢。 
běnlái,  zhèjǐtiān                 shèng xiǎojiě    yǐwéi            shìqíng   yǐrán   píng'ān   
SDM   these several days  Sheng Miss   think mistakenly    things   already  safely     
dùguò-le     ne 
passed-PFV      PTCL 
Then that night Mr. and Ms. Sheng once saw they made their little daughter cry and then said 
nothing more. So, these several days Miss Sheng mistakenly thinks things have already safely 
passed.  

Chen Tingyi Songshi jiazu Quanzhuan 
 

Example (2)1 shows běnlái cannot be interpreted as either ‘originally’ or ‘indeed’. In a sequence of 
discourse segments S1-S2, it occurs at the initial position of S2 followed by a phonological break (a 
comma in writing), hence its grammatical status differs from that in (1). Instead, it guides a proposition 
(S2) that is in an inferential relation with the previous proposition (S1). Although běnlái cues 
inference/result, the semantics of (2) depends on the meanings of the two propositions. Therefore, běnlái 
does not affect the propositional content of the message conveyed in the segments of (2).  

Fraser (1996, 2006, 2009) calls expressions that occur as part of a discourse segment but are not part 
of the propositional content the message conveyed and do not contribute to the meaning of the proposition 
“pragmatic markers”2. Fraser (2009:295) points out that lexical members of pragmatic markers typically 
have the following properties: they are free morphemes; they are proposition-initial; they signal a specific 
message either about or in addition to the basic message; they are classified as pragmatic markers by 
virtue of their semantic/pragmatic functions.  

Fraser (2009:295-297) proposes four types of pragmatic markers: 
i)  Basic pragmatic markers: signal the type of message the speaker intends to convey in the 

utterance of the segment, e.g., ‘I promise’, ‘please’, ‘my complaint’, etc. 
ii) Commentary pragmatic markers: signal a comment on the basic message, including “evidential 

markers” (e.g. ‘certainly’) and “manner-of-speaking markers” (e.g. ‘frankly’); the latter are also 
called “style stance markers” (Conrad and Biber 2000). 

iii) Discourse markers (DMs): 3  signal a relation between the basic message and the prior 
discourse segment, e.g., contrastive ‘but’, elaborative ‘and’, inferential ‘so’.  

iv) Discourse management markers (DMM): signal an aspect of the organization of the ongoing 
discourse, including “discourse structure markers”, e.g., ‘I add’, and “topic orientation markers”, 
e.g., ‘by the way’, and “attention markers” e.g., ‘look’, ‘now’. 

 

 
1 The context of (2) is: Miss Sheng and Song Ziwen are in a relationship, but her parents do not approve of him. That night, Miss 
Sheng had a fight with the parents, and the parents saw they made their little daughter cry and then said nothing more. So, these 
several days Miss Sheng mistakenly thinks things have already safely passed. However, later she finds out that her parents 
actually have done some unreasonable thing to Song Ziwen without telling her. 
2 Fraser (1996, 2006) talks about “non-truth-conditional meaning” and calls those expressions that contribute to non-truth-
conditional meaning to be “pragmatic markers”. 
3 Schiffrin (1987) considers the term “discourse marker” to include a large group of expressions, including interjections and non-
verbal expressions. Fraser (1996, 2006, 2009) considers the pragmatic role played by terms expressing a relationship between 
messages, and restricts the term “discourse marker” as in (iii). Blakemore (2002) agrees with Fraser that discourse markers signal 
a semantic relationship between utterances, but is more concerned with those that contain procedural meaning as opposed to 
conceptual meaning.  
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Fraser further proposes three conditions that define a discourse marker (DM) (2009: 297-299): 
Condition 1:  A DM is a lexical expression, for example, ‘but’, ‘so’ and ‘in addition’. 
Condition 2:  In a sequence of discourse segments S1-S2, a DM must occur as a part of the second 

discourse segment (S2) (usually at the initial position of S2 and likely to take a 
“comma pause”). Many DMs may occur without the presence of the initial S1 in 
suitable contexts. 

Condition 3:  A DM does not contribute to the semantic meaning of the segment but signals a 
specific semantic relationship that holds between the interpretation of the two 
illocutionary act segments, S1 and S2.   

 
Feng (2008) discusses pragmatic markers in Modern Chinese, and agrees with Fraser that discourse 

markers are a subset of pragmatic markers with connectivity being the characteristic that distinguishes the 
former from the latter. While a discourse marker is a coherence marker, a pragmatic marker does not 
necessarily connect discourse segments. Based on Fraser’s and Feng’s discussions, I argue that běnlái in 
(2) is a discourse marker, and the evidence is twofold: first, as mentioned above běnlái, as a lexical 
expression, does not affect the propositional content of the message conveyed in the segments in (2). 
Second, it occurs at the initial position of S2 followed by a comma pause and functions to signal how (S1) 
and (S2) are connected, in other words, how the interpretation of (S1) is used for interpreting (S2).  

However, if we take a closer look at (2), we will see běnlái not only functions to connect the 
coherence of S1 and S2, it signals the stance of the speaker/writer as well. The speaker/writer roles 
relevant here are: 

 
i) The narrator who originates the content and tells the story in third person. 
ii)  The cognizer, Miss Sheng who, while no longer having discussion with her parents, mistakenly 

thinks that ‘things have already safely passed’. 
iii) The narrator evaluates Miss Sheng’s expectation negatively with běnlái and yǐwéi (think 

mistakenly). 
     

Here, key to the concept of stance is “epistemic or attitudinal comments on propositional information” 
(Biber 2004: 107). As suggested above, běnlái in (2) functions as a discourse marker, moreover, it signals 
the evaluative stance of the speaker/writer in an inferential as well as counter-expectation (counter to 
Miss Sheng’s expectation) context, and accordingly I propose the term stance discourse marker (SDM)4 
to refer to běnlái in (2) and similar examples in Chinese e.g. yuánlái ‘so’, bìjìng ‘after all’ (see section 
6.3). 5 

This paper focuses on běnlái as an SDM as well as on how it came into being. As mentioned earlier 
there is very little discussion of this particular function of běnlái in Modern Chinese in the relevant 
literature, let alone of its historical development. A few works focus on the development of the modal 
adverbial use of běnlái, as in (1c). For example, Zhu (2008) adopts the theoretical framework of 
grammaticalization (Lehmann 2002, Hopper and Traugott 2003) and argues that the modal adverb běnlái 
emerged from the temporal use as in (1b) and occurs only in Modern Chinese. However, based on an 
extensive review of classical data, I argue that běnlái as an epistemic modal adverb already existed in 
classical Chinese, and it emerged as early as in the Tang Dynasty (618-907). What is more, Zhu (2008) 
does not address the fact that the monosyllabic modal adverb běn ‘indeed’ (as to confirm a prior statement) 

 
4 In the later part of the 20thC researchers started to work on adverbial stance markers in English (Biber and Finegan 1988 on 
frankly, certainly), and Schiffrin (1987) and Fraser (1988) worked on discourse markers (well, y’know, on the contrary, by the 
way). Since then, there has been a tendency to do research either in a stance marker framework or in a discourse marker 
framework. The special issue of Journal of Pragmatics (2015) on “Stance-marking and stance-taking in Asian languages” 
presents a partial convergence of research on stance markers with that on discourse markers in Schiffrin’s broad sense. In this 
issue, Iwasaki and Yap (2015) discuss discourse markers in the general scope of subjectivity, intersubjectivity, and stance. What’s 
more, Traugott (forthcoming) works on a set of discourse management makers used as stance markers.  
5 See Biber et al. (1999), Conrad and Biber (2000), and Du Bois (2007) for more information on stance.  
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already existed in Old Chinese (771 BCE- 220 CE), accordingly fails to identify the connection between 
the monosyllabic modal adverb běn and the disyllabic modal adverb běnlái.  

Following Traugott and Trousdale’s (2013) model of constructionalization and Van de Velde’s et 
al.’s (2013) idea of multiple sources, I identify the trajectory of the development of the adverb běnlái and 
hypothesize that the epistemic modal adverb běnlái may involve double sources, specifically that the 
syntactic properties are inherited from the temporal adverb, and the meaning from the monosyllabic 
modal adverb běn. After the modal adverb běnlái came into being, it underwent further changes and 
became an SDM at the initial position of S2 followed by a phonological break signaling connectivity. In 
addition to epistemic meaning and expression of the speaker’s attitude toward the proposition, it signaled 
the semantic relationship between the discourse segments. Its lexical meaning became less obvious and it 
became metatexutal in function and signaled speaker’s discourse strategy. I propose that běnlái appearing 
at the left margin position as an SDM underwent a process of subjectification and analogization, and that 
two general schemas were particularly important for the development: one is the extant schema of 
discourse connectives, a set of discourse markers, that were used to indicate the sequence, causality, and 
argumentation between propositions; the other is the extant schema of commentary pragmatic markers 
that were used to indicate the speaker’s comment on the propositional content. 

The paper is structured as follows: the theoretical framework of the paper is outlined in section 2. 
Section 3 briefly addresses the data and methodology of the study. In section 4, the form and meaning of 
běnlái in Modern Chinese are examined. Section 5 presents key examples for the development of běnlái 
in the history of Chinese. Section 6 highlights the constructional networks that are the contexts for the 
development of the SDM. Section 7 concludes. 

 
2. Some basic concepts of the framework 
My approach is historical and constructionalist. Some fundamentals of the framework of 
constructionalization (Traugott and Trousdale 2013) and diachronic pragmatics are outlined in this section. 
 
2.1 Constructionalization and constructional changes 
There are different interpretations of the field of historical construction grammar (see e.g. Barðdal et al. 
2015, Fried 2008). In the present paper Traugott and Trousdale’s (2013) proposal is adopted.  
Constructions are defined as a symbolic, conventionalized pairing of form and meaning (Croft 2001, 
Goldberg 2006, Bybee 2010, etc.). Traugott and Trousdale (2013: 22) define constructionalization as the 
conventionalization of a new construction in a language, i.e. the creation of conventionalized formnew-
meaningnew pairs, a new node in the constructional network. The process of constructionalization consists 
of “neoanalysis of morphosyntactic form and semantic/pragmatic meaning” (p. 22). A distinction has been 
made between constructionalization and constructional changes (e.g. Traugott and Trousdale 2013, 
Hüning and Booij 2014, and from a different perspective, see Smirnova 2015). A constructional change is 
“a change affecting one internal dimension of a construction. It does not involve the creation of a new 
node.” (Traugott and Trousdale 2013:26). The small local changes that precede and follow 
constructionalization are also constructional changes. In other words, constructional changes are any 
changes to a construction that affect either the form or the meaning of a construction, but do not result in 
the creation of a formnew-meaningnew pair. This definition captures the fact that small local changes may 
enable the emergence of a new pattern and that other small changes follow (see also De Smet 2016, Petré 
2014). The distinction6 answers the question what steps enable new constructions to come into being and 
what steps follow afterwards. It assumes that a formnew-meaningnew change, a constructionalization, is 
identifiable in fairly coarse-grained analysis, and is consistent with thinking in grammaticalization about 
contexts for change (Smirnova 2015). 

Cognitive Construction Grammar posits constructions at various levels of abstraction, from 
individual, substantive micro-constructions to more abstract schemas. Likewise constructionalization 
concerns the rise of both individual micro-constructions and of general patterns and schemas. Since 

 
6 This distinction is debatable, see Börjars et al. (2015) and Hilpert (2018). 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Causality
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construction grammar concerns contentful/lexical as well as procedural/grammatical constructions, 
constructionalization embraces change in these domains. The range of work on constructionalization is 
therefore very different from that on grammaticalization, which for the most part has focused on 
individual changes in the light of unidirectionality, and is exclusively concerned with the development of 
procedural expressions. 

Most researches in grammaticalization generally focus on just one source construction, 
conceptualizng straight lines between a construction and a single historical ancestor. This linear and 
unidirectional view has been widely accepted in the grammaticalization tradition (Givón 1979, Lehmann 
2002). Van de Velde et al. (2013) tries to provide a framework for the analysis of the widespread 
phenomenon of language changes resulting not just from one, but from multiple source constructions. Van 
de Velde et al. (2013) proposes that change often seems to involve multiple source constructions on a 
macro-level or on a micro-level. On the macro-level, multiple source constructions involve blending of 
clearly distinct lineages, each of which is an independent source for a linguistic construction. On the 
micro-level, innovation can take place within what is historically a single lineage, but under the influence 
of different uses of the same item. (Van de Velde et al 2013: 473-474) The multiple source constructions 
are examined with respect to developments at the levels of phonology, semantics and morphosyntax, for 
example the English way-construction in (3), quoted from Van de Velde et al. (2013: 484): 
 
(3)  a. and we were actually kicking our way through rubbish on the stairs (BNC, FY8 633) 
       b. a lady who giggled her way through Nightmare on Elm Street (BNC, HGN 134) 
 
Traugott and Trousdale (2013) suggest that two different constructions historically contributed to the 
formation of the Modern English way-construction: one was the use of transitive verbs with NPs meaning 
‘way’ as the object indicating creation or acquisition of a path, as in (3a); the other was the use of 
intransitive motion verbs with ‘way’ functioning as an adverbial, as in (3b). Therefore, the Modern 
English way-construction is linked to two distinct older constructions.  
 
2.2 Diachronic pragmatics 
Historical pragmatics is largely a usage-based approach to language change (Jucker 1995, Traugott 2004). 
Jacobs and Jucker (1995) characterize historical pragmatics as being essentially of two types: one type 
focuses on the changing physical and social conditions in which linguistic change occurs; the other type, 
called “diachronic pragmatics”, focuses on the linguistic inventory and on the interface between linguistic 
structure and use and the conditions and constraints that enable the process of language change.  

This paper considers the emergence of the modal adverb běnlái and its further development into an 
SDM from the perspective of diachronic pragmatics, taking pragmatics to be non-literal meaning that 
arises in use. My question concerns what the “trajectory” of the particular change is, what enables it, and 
what the mechanism for the change is. In the constructional network, what schemas běnlái participated in 
and how the network changes.  

Regarding mechanisms of change, two have been recognized as being crucially important in the field 
of morphosyntax: reanalysis, also called neoanalysis (Andersen 2001, Traugott and Trousdale 2013) and 
analogy (e.g. Meillet 1958[1912], Harris and Campbell 1995). Neoanalysis refers to the hearer (possibly 
speaker too) analyzing a structure in a different way from the input; it involves change in the status of 
implicatures associated with lexemes. Analogy, by contrast, refers to the attraction of extant forms to 
already existing constructions (Hopper and Traugott 2003: 64, Fischer 2007). In the framework of 
constructionalization, analogy involves analogical thinking as one of the motivations and analogization as 
one of the mechanisms that brings about a new fit to an extant pattern. (Traugott and Trousdale 2013: 37-
38) When analogization happens, it is simultaneously neoanalysis because each case of analogization 
involves a slight restructuring of what the speaker or hearer knows about a particular expression. 

With respect to motivations, other than analogical thinking mentioned above, the paper also 
considers pragmatic inferencing and the strategic interaction by speakers (SP)/writers (W) and addressees 
(AD)/readers (R) in the dyadic speech event. In the case of morphosyntactic change, semantic bleaching 
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is usually accompanied by the coding (semanticization) of invited inferences 7, which highlights the 
dyadic speech event:  SP/Ws strategically use pragmatic implicatures and invite AD/Rs to infer a meaning. 
One of the strategic factors in interaction between the SP/W and AD/R is attraction of meaning to the 
metalinguistic domain, a process that has been identified as the development of “subjective”, “metatextual” 
and “procedural” uses. As a historical process, deriving from pragmatic inferencing it is widely known as 
subjectification (Traugott 2004, 2010). As a historical pragmatic phenomenon, subjectification is 
considered to be “a mechanism whereby meanings tend to become increasingly based in the SP/W’s 
subjective belief state or attitude toward what is being said and how it is being said” (Traugott 2004: 550).  

In this paper, I argue that the emergence of the modal adverb běnlái and its further development into 
an SDM were enabled by both subjectification and analogization (see section 6 for details). 
 
3. Data and methodology 
This paper makes use of data from the searchable Internet version of the CCL (Center for Chinese 
Linguistics at Peking University) Chinese Corpora created and managed by Peking University (Zhan et al. 
2003). The CCL corpora were built in 2003 and include data of approximately 716,000,000 tokens of 
characters in both Modern Chinese and Classical Chinese. The CCL Modern Chinese corpus (c.1930-
present) consists of approximately 516,000,000 characters representing selected texts from 10 
contemporary literary categories. The CCL Classical Chinese corpus consists of approximately 
200,000,000 characters and contains lists of Chinese texts from the East Zhou Dynasty (Spring and 
Autumn and Warring states periods) (around 500 BCE) to the middle of the Republic of China (1930 or 
so). All the classical data selected in the paper were searched from the CCL corpus. The periodization for 
written Chinese adopted in the paper is as follows (Sun 1996):  

 
Old Chinese: 771 BCE to 220 CE       
Middle Chinese: 220 CE to 960       
Early Modern Chinese: 960 to 1900 
Modern Chinese: 1900 to present 
 
Because of the periodization of the CCL corpora, data for 1900 to 1930 were also searched in CCL 

Classical Chinese Corpus in addition to data for Old, Middle and Early Modern Chinese. Data for 1930-
present were searched in the CCL Modern Chinese Corpus. Modest quantitative analysis is incorporated 
within the present qualitative study in keeping with Traugott and Trousdale’s (2013: 238) suggestion that 
qualitative and quantitative approaches are complementary for work in historical linguistics. Statistical 
numbers of extracted forms,8 together with their values in terms of percentages and frequency in the 
collected data, are shown in tables, while the qualitative analyses are captured in figures.  

A preliminary search of the tokens of běnlái in the CCL Modern Chinese corpus returned 25,564 
tokens with the frequency of 49.54 per million characters, in which 1,023 tokens (with the frequency of 
1.98 per million characters) are found occurring at the initial position of a discourse segment followed by 
a comma. Table 1 summarizes the tokens of běnlái in the CCL Modern Chinese corpus. 

 
běnlái Token numbers Frequency (pmc) 
Segment medial position  
(non-initial, non-final) 

24,541 47.56 

Segment initial position 1,023 1.98 
total 25,564 49.54 

Table 1: The token numbers of běnlái in the CCL Modern Chinese corpus 

 
7 See Invited Inferencing Theory of Semantic Change (IITSC) (Traugott and Dasher 2002) for more details.  
 
8 For expressions that are polysemous and have multiple functions, I count only the semantics and function that are relevant to 
my study.  
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In Classical Chinese, běnlái is attested as both a string of two separated free morphemes, and a single 

word. In the CCL Classical Chinese corpus, 3,462 tokens of the string běnlái were attested, with a 
frequency of 17.31 per million characters and the token numbers and the frequency of its different 
categories are listed in Table 2: 

 
Categories Token numbers Frequency (pmc) 
běnlái as two separated morphemes  184 0.92 
běnlái as a noun 214 1.07 
běnlái as an non-predicative adjective 332 1.66 
běnlái as a temporal adverb 1288 6.44 
běnlái as an modal adverb 1432 7.16 
běnlái as an SDM 12 0.06 
Total 3,462 17.31 

Table 2: the token numbers of běnlái of different categories in the CCL Classical Chinese corpus 
 
   In the following sections, before observing the development of běnlái in the history of Chinese, I 
will first discuss it in Modern Chinese.  
 
4. Běnlái in Modern Chinese  
In this section, I discuss běnlái in Modern Chinese. As shown above, 24,541 tokens of běnlái are found 
occurring at the segment medial position in the CCL Modern Chinese corpus and examples such as (1) 
illustrate its major uses. As mentioned in section 1, Lü (1980) points out that běnlái in Modern Chinese 
can be both a non-predicative adjective as in (1a) or an adverb, as in (1b-1c). Xing (2003) suggests that 
functionally the adverb běnlái in (1b) and (1c) are different as běnlái in (1b) denotes a temporal, while in 
(1c) it is an epistemic modal adverb marking the speaker’s attitude to the proposition.  

Tang (2010) agrees with Xing’s (2003) observation and gives more detailed analysis on the functions 
of the adverb běnlái. 
 
(3)  他本来爱佩珊, 他们整天在一块,  
       Tā  běnlái    ài    Pèishān,  tāmen  zhěng  tiān   zài  yīkuài,  
       He  originally  love  Peishan, they   all    day  at  together 
       后来荪甫反对, 博文就退避了。 
       hòulái  sūnfǔ   fǎnduì,   bówén  jiù  tuìbì-le 
       later   Sunpu  oppose,  Bowen then retreat-PVF 

Bowen originally loved Peishan, and they were together all the time; later Sunpu was against their 
relationship, then Bowen retreated.  

Maodun Ziye Chap. 18 
 

(4)  我一进门的时候本来就有点疑惑, 现在更加疑惑了。 
Wǒ  yī    jìn   mén  de   shíhòu  běnlái       jiù   yǒudiǎn  yíhuò,  
I   once  enter  door  DE time   originally  just  a bit    confused 
xiànzài   gèngjiā   yíhuò-le 
now    more   confused-CRS 
When I entered the door, I at first was a bit confused, and now I am more confused. 

A Lei Yimian 
 
Tang (2010) suggests that běnlái in (3-4) is a temporal adverb, with the following clauses introduced by 
other temporal adverbs hòulái in (3) and xiànzài (4) respectively. However, functionally they are distinct 
in that běnlái in (3) partially introduces a concessive sentence with the second clause expressing the 
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contrastive meaning of the first one. However, in (4) běnlái introduces a sequential sentence in which the 
meaning of the second clause is intensified in terms of degree. Therefore, as a temporal adverbial, běnlái 
can occur in a concessive as well as a sequential context.  

Tang (2010) suggests that although běnlái in (5) is also a temporal adverb, with the following clauses 
introduced by another temporal adverb xiànzài, unlike (3-4) in which běnlái is associated with a factual 
situation, in (5) it implicates a virtual situation. 
 
(5)  这本书本来昨天就要还给你,  

Zhè   běn  shū   běnlái    zuótiān   jiù yào   huán   gěi  nǐ,  
This  CL  book  originally  yesterday  just  want  return  to   you 

   拖到现在, 真不好意思。  
tuō   dào xiànzài,  zhēn   bùhǎoyìsi 
drag  to   now,    really  sorry 
This book, originally I wanted to return it to you yesterday, and I am really sorry to drag it to now. 

Lu Yao Rensheng Chap. 7 
 

In (6) běnlái does not encode temporal, but indicates confirmation of a prior statement, and 
accordingly it is an epistemic modal adverb marking the speaker’s affirmative attitude to the proposition. 
It is often used in conjunction with the adverb jiù ‘just’ to enhance the tone of confirmation. 
 
 (6)  他本来就是土地的儿子。 

Tā  běnlái  jiù  shì   tǔdì   de      érzi 
He  indeed just COP  land  ASSOC  son  
He was indeed the son of the land (as to confirm a prior statement). 

Lu Yao Rensheng Chap. 7 
 

In examples (3-6), běnlái is at the segment medial position. As seen in (2), běnlái also functions as 
an SDM in Modern Chinese. Table 1 in the previous section shows among the 25,564 tokens of běnlái in 
the CCL Modern Chinese corpus, 1,023 tokens are found occurring at the initial position of a discourse 
segment9  followed by a comma such as (2). With a further analysis of these tokens, I suggest that the 
1,023 tokens can be classified into the following categories: 

 
Grammatical status evidence Number of tokens Frequency (pmc) 
Temporal adverbial  
(such as (3-5)) 

 It can be interpreted as 
‘originally, at first’, 
parallel with the other 
temporal adverbs such as 
hòulái ‘later’ and xiànzài 
‘now’ in the following 
segments 

185 (18.1%) 0.36 

Modal adverbial 
(such as (6)) 

It can be interpreted as 
‘indeed, truly’, followed 
by modal verbs such as 
yīnggāi ‘should’, kěyǐ 
‘may’ in the following 
segments 

196 (19.2%) 0.38 

SDM 
(such as (2)) 

It can be interpreted as 
neither ‘originally’ nor 

642 (62.8%) 1.24 

 
9 Here “discourse segment” is preferred over “turn” because it does not only occur in dialogues, but mostly appears in narratives.  
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‘indeed’, but as 
connecting the discourse 

Total  1,023 (100%) 1.98 
Table 3: Běnlái tokens occurring at the initial position of a segment followed by a comma in CCL 

 
Among the 642 tokens as an SDM, 274 (42.7%) tokens occur at the initial position of a discourse 

(paragraph in the text) in the corpus, see example (7): 
 

position Number of tokens Frequency (pmc) 
initial position of a 
discourse (paragraph) 

274 (42.7%) 0.53 

initial position of a 
segment , but at the medial 
position in a discourse  

368 (57.3%) 0.71 

Total 642 (100%) 1.24 
       Table 4: The positions of the stance discourse marker běnlái 
 
(7)  S2. 本来，有了洪艺兵这样的人，小丁就完全是多余的。 

Běnlái,   yǒule      hóng yìbīng  zhèyàng  de      rén,    xiǎodīng  jiù  wánquán    shì 
SDM,   EXIST-PFV Hong Yibing  such    ASSOC   person,  Xiaoding just  completely  COP 
duōyú    de 
redundant  DE 
Well, there have been people like Hong Yibing (in the factory), and (as a result) Xiaoding is just 
completely redundant.  

Chen Shixu Jiangjun Zhen 
 
In (7), běnlái occurs at the initial position of a discourse (paragraph), and S1 is provided as a context from 
the previous discourse (paragraph), in which it is stated that Hong Yibing is well educated, very 
intelligent and of great ability. The current segment S2 describes a common idea and also reader’s 
expectation based on the previous discourse that in the factory there are people like Hong Yibing, and 
people like Xiaoding (not as intelligent) will be redundant. However, běnlái signals the writer’s 
evaluation and attitude that it may not be the case. In other words, běnlái signals the evaluative stance of 
the writer in a situation counter to the reader’s expectation. In the subsequent discourse, Hong Yibing is 
assigned to a different mission and transferred to another factory, and accordingly Xiaoding will not be 
redundant. In (7), běnlái is also metatextual in function and signals the writer’s strategy of coherence. 
Therefore, I consider it as an SDM, and from the context we can see the segment introduced by běnlái is 
further elaboration of the previous discourse.   

Out of the 642 tokens of běnlái being used as an SDM, 368 tokens (57.3%) occur at the initial 
position of a segment, but at the medial position in a discourse such as (2), and here it shows a closer 
relationship with the prior segment than the other 274 tokens. (8) is another example:  
 
(8) S1. 这个主意，我也想过的。 

 zhè     gè     zhǔyì wǒ   yě      xiǎng    guò    de 
this   CL     idea    I     also   think     PFV  PTCL 

S2. 本来，这是一个好主意。 
běnlái    zhè  shì     yī     gè   hǎo    zhǔyì 

   SDM    this   COP   one  CL  good   idea 
S3. 不过，太不尊重安妮了。 

bùguò    tài  bù     zūnzhòng    ānní     le 
however too not     respect        Annie   CRS 
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I thought about this idea, too. Well, this was a good idea. However, it was too disrespectful of 
Annie. 

Ceng Kailun Hejia Huan 
 

In (8), běnlái is used to connect the two propositions, and the relation between the one introduced by 
běnlái and the previous one can be understood as further description and elaboration, giving an 
explanation of the previous proposition. The relationship is subtle in the context, and the function of 
běnlái here is not only to signal the coherence of the discourse metatextual but also to cue the 
speaker/writer’s negative evaluation of the proposition, implying some negative possibilities although 
‘this is a good idea’. This negative signal is confirmed in S3, a proposition in contrast to S2 introduced by 
the contrastive connective bùguò ‘however’.  

The relationships between the proposition (S2) introduced by běnlái, and the previous proposition 
(S1) can be classified into the following categories: 
 

Table 5: the relationships between the proposition introduced by běnlái and the previous proposition 
 
The data show běnlái as an SDM is multifunctional, and the most common relationship it signals between 
the proposition introduced by běnlái and the previous one is further explanation/elaboration (86.2% in 
total. This demonstrates that the majority of the SDM uses introduces an elaborative context.  

The relationship between the proposition introduced by běnlái and the following discourse was also 
searched. Because the contrast may not occur in S3 immediately, but in further discourse e.g. S4, S5, I looked 
for up to five segments (S3-S7) in the discourse following each S2 introduced by běnlái, and the 
percentage of the following discourse in contrast to S2 is 84.5% (as shown in Table 6). This strongly 
demonstrates that běnlái signals speaker/writer’s negative evaluation of the proposition, and that it often 
occurs in an adversative and counter-expectation context.  
 

Table 6: the relationships between the proposition introduced by běnlái and the following discourse 
 

In this section, I observed that although the major uses of běnlái are adjective and adverb (temporal 
and modal) in Modern Chinese, I also found that 2.5% of the běnlái tokens (642 out of 25,564) function 
as an SDM. Now I turn to the question how these uses developed in the history of Chinese.  
 
5. Běnlái in the history of Chinese 
In this section, I first comment on the free morphemes běn and lái in Old Chinese, and then on the 
development of the string běnlái in the history of Chinese. 
 
5.1 Běn and lái in Old Chinese 
In Old Chinese, lái was a motion verb meaning ‘to come’, as in (9). 
 
(9)  有朋自远方来 

relationship Number of tokens 
S1+ běnlái (indicate cause/reason) S2 42 (11.4%) 
S1+ běnlái (indicate result/inference) S2 9 (2.5%) 
S1+ běnlái (indicate further explanation/elaboration) S2 317 (86.1%) 
Total  368 (100%) 

relationship Number of tokens 
běnlái S2+ S3-S7 (in contrast to S2) 311 (84.5%) 
běnlái S2+ S3-S7 (not in contrast to S2) 57 (15.5%) 
Total  368 (100%) 
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Yǒu  péng   zì    yuǎnfāng    lái 
have  friend  from  distant place  come 
(You) have a friend coming from a distant place. 

Lunyu Book 1 (400 BCE) 
 
In The Dictionary of Chinese (1993), Luo points out that lái can be used as a suffix to indicate a 

period in Modern Chinese. Chen (2013) also suggests that since the Eastern Han (25-220 CE), lái was 
used as a temporal suffix and can be interpreted as ‘in the time of’. It can be attached to a noun e.g. yèlái 
‘at night’, an adjective such as xiǎolái ‘when little’, or an adverb such as jìnlái ‘recently’ as in (10), in 
which jìn is an adverb ‘close to’.10 
 
(10) 近来学者，多攻五姓八宅  

jìnlái    xuézhě,  duō   gōng  wǔ  xìng     bā    zhái 
recently  learners  many study five  surnames  eight  places 
Recently, many learners study five surnames and eight places.  

Zhaijing (c. 200 CE) 
 

In Old Chinese, běn was a noun meaning ‘root, basis, origin’ as in (11). 
 

(11) 民惟邦本，本固邦宁 
   Mín    wéi  bāng  běn,   běn  gù    bāng  níng 
   people  only state  root,  root  solid  state  peaceful 
   People are the only root of state; if the root is solid, then the state will be peaceful. 

Guoyu (500 BCE) 
 

Also in Old Chinese, běn was attested to be used as an adverb, as in (12).  
 
(12) 然而不得富而得贫，不得众而得寡，不得治而得乱，  

rán'ér  bù  dé   fù    ér   dé   pín,   bù  dé  zhòng  ér   dé   guǎ, bù  dé   zhì   ér   dé   luàn,  
but    not   get   rich   but   get   poor,  not   get many   but   get   few  not  get  peace but   get  chaos 
则是本失其所欲，得其所恶，是其故何也？ 
zé   shì   běn         shī  qí  suǒ   yù,    dé   qí  suǒ   è,     shì   qí  gù     hé    yě? 
then COP  fundamentally lose its NOM desire,  get  its  NOM dislike, COP  its  reason  what  PTCL 
However, the state has not became rich but poor, not got more population but fewer, not became 
stable but chaotic. Then this is to lose what they desire fundamentally and got what they dislike. 
What is the reason? 

Mozi (400 BCE) 
 

In (12) běn means ‘from the root, fundamentally’, an adverbial use of its nominal form. The change 
of the syntactic distribution led to semantic extension. This is an example of heterosemy,11 a term used by 
Lichtenberk (1991) and Traugott and Trousdale (2013:201) for the diachronic association between 
two meanings. Here, heterosemy refers to the result of a conversion from běnn to běnadv, a 

 
10 Jìn in Old Chinese is multifunctional. It can be used as a verb, an adjective and an adverb as in (i):  
(i) 为近利市三倍 
wèi  jìn     lì    shì    sān   bèi 
COP  close to  interest market  three  times 
The interest is close to three times of the market price. (Zhouyi 771 BCE) 
11 Traugott and Trousdale (2013:201) suggest that using the terms ‘heterosemy’ and ‘polysemy’ makes it easy to distinguish 
meaning links between constructions that are historically related by constructionalization (heterosemy), from synchronic meaning 
links between subtypes of a schematic construction (polysemy). 
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constructionalization in which both the form and meaning changed. Once běn was used as an adverb, its 
meaning was further extended. In (12) it does not indicate anything temporal; however, in (13-15) it was 
used as a temporal adverb and denotes the temporal meaning ‘originally, at first’, which is an extension 
from its nominal meaning ‘root, origin’. In (13), běn appears in a sequential sentence, whereas in (14) it 
occurs in a contrastive sentence. In (15), the temporal adverb was extended to be used to refer to a 
counterfactual, virtual situation just like běnlái in (5) in Modern Chinese.  
 
(13) 本姓姜氏，从其封姓，故曰吕尚 

Běn     xìng     jiāng shì,   cóng   qí   fēng  xìng,    gù   yuē   lǚ   shàng 
originally  surname    Jiang        follow  her  given surname  so    say    Lu  Shang 
His surname originally was Jiang and then he followed it with her given surname, so he was called 
Lǚ Shang. 

Shiji (100 BCE) 
(14) 本欲劫秦王生致于燕，邂逅不偶，为秦所擒 

běn      yù    jié     qínwáng   sheng  zhì   yú   yàn,   
originally  want  kidnap  Qin king    alive   send   to   Yan,   
xièhòu          bù   ǒu,       wéi   qín   suǒ    qín 
meet unexpectedly   not  accidental,   PASS Qin   NOM   capture 
He originally planned to kidnap the King of Qin alive and send him to the State of Yan. But 
unfortunately, he was captured by Qin accidentally. 

Lunheng (86 CE) 
(15) 本用吾言，羌虏得至是邪？ 

běn    yòng   wú  yán,     qiāng   lǔ     dé     zhì    shì   xié? 
at first  adopt   my  opinion,  Qiang  enemy  obtain  to     such   Q 
If my opinions had been adopted at first, how could the enemy of Qiang have developed into such a 
situation? 

Hanshu (c. 90 CE) 
 

In (16), běn is not temporal, but used by the writer to confirm the prior statement that gentlemen are 
worthy, and mean people are hypocritical, which corresponds to the Modern Chinese epistemic modal 
adverb běnlái in (6).   
 
(16) 君子与小人本殊操异行，取舍不同 
   jūnzǐ     yǔ   xiǎorén      běn     shū     cāo      yì       xíng,     

gentlemen and  mean people  indeed  different  morality   different   behavior,  
qǔ    shě  bu   tóng  
accept  reject not  same 
Gentlemen and mean people have indeed different moralities and behaviors. They have different 
choices. 

Lunheng (86 CE) 
 
As shown above, all the functions of běnlái as an adverb in Modern Chinese correspond to the functions 
of the adverb běn in Old Chinese. As there was a disyllabic trend from Old Chinese to Middle Chinese 
(Wang 1988), I suggest that the change from běn to běnlái was related to the systemic change from 
monosyllabic to disyllabic words in Middle Chinese.  
 
5.2 The development of běnlái 
The first known occurrence of a possible precursor of běnlái in the history of Chinese appears in a 
Daoism text in the late East Han Dynasty (25-220 CE). In this text, běn and lái are two free morphemes: 
one is a noun meaning ‘root’, and the other is a verb meaning ‘to come’ and they each occur with another 
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free morpheme and form two verb phrases that coordinate with each other. 
 
(17) 去本来末，道之患也 
   Qù   běn lái    mò,         dào  zhī     huàn    yě 
   leave  root  come  minor details,  Dao ASSOS  disaster  PTCL 
   To leave the root and come to minor details (is) Dao’s disaster. 

Taiping Jing (c. 200 CE) 
 
In (17), the two morphemes happened to be used next to each other and they belong to different verb 
phrases. This appears to be an atypical context in which the two morphemes have not been used before.  

As shown in 5.1, in late Old Chinese lái was used as a temporal suffix to indicate ‘in the time of’ and 
since 100 BCE, běn was attested to be a temporal adverb as in (13-15). The first occurrence of běnlái as a 
temporal adverb appeared around the same period in the late Eastern Han: 
 
(18) 事本来台郎统之，令史不行知也 

shì   běnlái    táiláng   tǒng   zhī,  lìngshǐ   bù  xíng  zhī   yě 
thing  originally   minister  manage it   officer   not   do   know PTCL 
The thing was originally managed by the Minister and officers did not know about it.  

Cao Cao Xuanju Ling (c. 220 CE) 
 
I suggest that in (18), the suffix lái was attached to the temporal adverb běn to form a new temporal 
adverb běnlái and this change may have been enabled by the systemic disyllabic trend at the transition 
from Old Chinese to Middle Chinese. Another possibility12 is that the emergence of the new temporal 
adverb běnlái was analogized to the extant disyllabic temporal adverb jìnlái ‘recently’ as in (10)13. By 
hypothesis, běnlái as a micro–construction of the temporal adverb was constructionalized. It can be 
schematized as: 
 
[[ben]ADV[lai]suffix*[originally+in the time of]] [[benlai]ADV*[originally]] 
 
From a constructional point of view, jìnlái formed a subschema with the form [monosyllabic adverb+ lái] 
and the meaning [temporal] under the schema of adverbs. When běnlái came into being, it was recruited 
into the subschema. The subschema was further extended when more disyllabic temporal adverbs with lái 
attached emerged, e.g. hòulái ‘later’, xiànglái ‘always’, etc. Figure 1 illustrates the schematic relations of 
běnlái and other adverbs.  
 

 
12 It is also possible that the two changes reinforced each other. 
13 Jìnlái is the only extant temporal adverb at the time that is found with the monosyllabic adverb attached by the suffix lái at the 
period. Although the type frequency and the token frequency were very low, as it was extant, it could still be picked as an 
exemplar to enable analogy and the new constructions to emerge (Bybee 2013).  
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Figure 1:  The schematic relations of běnlái and other adverb constructions in the history of Chinese 

 
In a Buddhist text in the Six Dynasties (222-589 CE), example (19) is found:  

 
(19)  体解无物, 本来寂静 

Tǐ   jiě      wú  wù,    běnlái  jìjìng 
body  cut open no  things, truth  silent 
Cut open the body and (there is) nothing; the truth (is) silent.  

Baocang Lun (384-414 CE) 
 
In (19), běnlái is an abstract noun to express the Buddhist meaning of “the original state, the truth”. There 
seems to have been some semantic association between the temporal běnlái ‘originally’ in (18) and the 
Buddhist abstract noun in (19). From a constructional perspective, since both meaning (originally truth) 
and form (adverbnoun) changed,  I suggest that it is the result of instant node-creation, an on-the-spot 
instantaneous contentful constructionalization (Traugott and Trousdale 2013), whereby a new 
construction is created with no prior micro-changes discernible. The instant change may have been 
influenced by the translation of the foreign Buddhist texts. In the Six Dynasties, Buddhism was very 
popular, and there were many Buddhist texts introduced into China from India and other South Asian 
countries. These texts had to be translated to be understood and embraced by the public at that time. This 
may have been the context in which běnlái ‘the truth’ was created as a noun for use in Buddhist texts. 
There are multiple possibilities regarding the source of this abstract noun. One possibility is that it could 
be an instant conversion from the temporal adverb to the Buddhist abstract noun, as the temporal meaning 
‘originally’ can be metaphorically mapped to ‘the original state of Buddhism’. Another is that it could 
have been developed (also instantaneously) from the string of the two free morphemes běn and lái, as the 
combination of the meaning ‘come to the basis/origin’ can be metaphorically mapped to ‘the original state 
of Buddhism, the Buddhist truth’. In any case, the word-formation process is possibly enabled by 
metaphor, a cognitive process involving “a mapping of a domain onto another domain, both being 
conventionally and consciously classified as separate domains” (Barcelona 2000:9). Here, we observe an 
instantaneous constructionalization:  
  
[[benlai]ADV*[originally]]  
[[benn][laiv]*[basis]+[come]]      [[benlai]N*[the truth]] 
 

In a later Buddhist text, example (20) is found: 
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(20) 只如行鸟道，莫便是本来面目否? 
zhǐ   rú   xíng  niǎo  dào,   mò  biàn  shì   běnlái  miànmù  fǒu 
only  like do   bird  way,  no  just  COP  true   face    not 
Only do as what birds do, is this true face? 

Yunzhou dongshan Wuben Chanshi yulu (869) 
 
In (20), běnlái occurs preceding the noun miànmù ‘face’. It appears to function as an attributive modifier 
modifying the noun miànmù ‘face’. In Chinese, both nouns and adjectives can be used to denote attributes 
of a noun. The noun-adjective-verb continuum (Zhang 1994, Givón 1979) suggests that ‘spatiality’ is a 
defining feature of the prototypical noun; if a noun is used as a modifier of another noun, it loses its own 
spatiality, thus being used more like an adjective. This is to be understood as a switch from a referential 
lexical item14 to an item which chiefly denotes some property (Li 1996). Since in (20), běnlái is used to 
denote the property of the noun miànmù ‘face’, we could say that běnlái as a noun ‘the truth’ came to be 
like an adjective ‘true’. However, as we can see it is not a ‘standard’ adjective. I made a search of běnlái 
in both CCL Classical and Modern Chinese corpora, and there is no use of běnlái occurring at the 
predicate position as an adjective predicate. In other words, if běnlái became an adjective around 869 CE, 
it was a non-predicative adjective, as in Modern Chinese. While ‘standard’ adjectives in Chinese may be 
used as modifiers (attributively) or predicates, non-predicative adjectives do not enjoy such freedom and 
their usage is restricted to one function (as attributives). Moreover, běnlái does not accept the degree 
adverb (e.g. hěn) as a modifier (Li 1996); gradability, according to Li (1996) and Paradis 2001, is a key 
property of adjectives. Based on these accounts, I suggest that around 869 CE běnlái occurred as an 
attributive modifying a noun, and it could be reanalyzed from a noun to a non-predicative adjective, but 
within the noun-adjective continuum, it is closer to noun than to the adjective. From the time of its first 
occurrence, the non-predicative adjective běnlái has been used throughout the history of Chinese. Since 
the Song Dynasty (960-1279), use of běnlái as a noun began to decline. In the Ming (1368-1644) and 
Qing (1616-1912) Dynasties, it was already rarely used as a noun, whereas the use as a non-predicative 
adjective was retained and is still frequently used in Modern Chinese as in (1a).  

As shown in 5.1, in Old Chinese běn was also an epistemic modal adverb as in (16). In a 900 CE 
Buddhist text, example (21) is found: 
 
(21) 菩提本无树, 明镜亦非台。 
   Pútí    běn     wú  shù,   míng  jìng    yì   fēi  tái. 
   bodhi  indeed  no  tree,  bright  mirror  also not  stand   

本来无一物, 何处惹尘埃? 
běnlái   wú  yī   wù,   héchù  rě     chén'āi? 

   indeed  no  one thing, where  attract  dust 
Bodhi truly is no trees, and bright mirror is not a stand either. There is truly emptiness, and where to 
attract dust? 

Platform Sutra of the Sixth Patriarch (c. 900) 
 
Example (21) is a poem written by the Sixth Patriarch Huineng in the late Tang Dynasty (618-907). This 
poem was produced by Huineng in a poetry contest proposed by the Fifth Patriarch. Shenxiu, the leading 
disciple of the Fifth Patriarch, composed a stanza at the contest as follows: ‘The body is the tree of Bohdi; 
the mind is like a bright mirror’s stand. Time after time polish them diligently; so that no dust can 
collect.’15 In response to Shenxiu’s poem, Huineng composed (21). In (21), běnlái is an epistemic modal 

 
14 Nouns may also have properties in some contexts, see Pustejovsky (1991) and his example of ‘begin the book’. 
15 身是菩提树，心如明镜台，时时勤拂拭，勿使惹尘埃。 

shēn  shì   pútí   shù,  xīn   rú    míngjìng  tái,   shíshí      qín     fúshì,  wù shǐ   rě    chén'āi. 
body COP  Bodhi  tree  mind be.like mirror  stand time after time diligently polish no place collect dust 
The body is the tree of Bodhi; the mind is like a bright mirror’s stand. Time after time polish them diligently; so that no dust 
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adverb occurring at the beginning of the second part of the poem with a null subject and paralleling the 
modal adverb běn in the first part of the poem. The poem is intended as a refutation of Shenxiu’s 
understanding of the body and mind are the fundamental nature. Both the modal adverbs mark emphasis 
and express the speaker Huineng’s attitude16 that Bodhi is no tree and no stand, and that emptiness is the 
fundamental nature and essence of mind. I propose that from examples like (18) to (21), [benlai]ADV 
underwent a semantic change, which is a constructional change and can be schematized as: 
 
[[benlai]ADV*[originally]] [[benlai]ADV*[indeed, truly]] 
 
This change is a constructional change rather than constructionalization in that only the semantics of the 
micro-construction changed. I suggest below that the mechanism of subjectification (see section 6.1) may 
have enabled the development of the modal adverb běnlái to express the speaker’s attitude and evaluation. 
However, as we see in (21) běnlái is parallel with the modal adverb běn, and together they express the 
strong subjective opinion of the speaker. Therefore, another possibility is that the emergence of the modal 
adverb běnlái may be also influenced by the modal adverb běn. It must be noted that the original 
meanings may persist and coexist with the new meanings. The old uses may be retained in certain 
contexts and constrain later uses and distributions (Bybee and Pagliuca 1987: 117). Based on this, I 
propose that the modal adverb běnlái may have multiple predecessors (as discussed in 2.1): structurally it 
developed from the temporal adverb běnlái, whereas semantically it may have evolved from monosyllabic 
modal adverb běn.  

The newly developed modal adverb běnlái came be polysemous with its source (the temporal 
běnlái) throughout the history of Chinese, and is frequently used in Modern Chinese.  
      In a late-Qing Dynasty novel, example (22) is found: 
 
(22) 到家中，卢方老夫妻一瞧这房儿妇，喜之不尽。 

dào     jiā    zhōng  lú  fang  lǎo  fūqī   yī    qiáo   zhè fang  érfù,          
arrive  home  at      Lu Fang  old   couple one  look  this CL   daughter-in-law  
xǐ       zhī      bù     jìn.  
happy  PTCL  not    end  
本来，小霞姑嫂生得闭月羞花之貌，沉鱼落雁之容， 
Běnlái   xiǎoxiá  gūsǎo        shēng   dé   bì      yuè     xiū      huā      zhī        mào 
SDM   Xiaoxia  sister-in-law   bear      DE  close  moon shame  flower  ASSOC  looks 
chén    yú   luò     yàn            zhī        róng 
sink     fish  fall   wild goose  ASSOC  looks      
见了公婆，又是一番稳重端庄。 
jiàn   le       gōngpó      yòu    shì     yī    fān     wěnzhòng   duānzhuāng 
see-PFV     parents-in-law  also   COP   one   CL    earnest        demure 
After they arrived at home, the Lufang old couple were supremely happy when they had a good look 
at this daughter-in-law. Because Xiaoxia, my sister-in-law, was born with a beautiful countenance 
that outshone the moon and put the flowers to shame, and when she met her parents-in-law, she also 
showed her earnestness and demureness. 

  Xiaowuyi (1890) 
 

In (22), běnlái occurs at the initial position of a segment followed by a comma. The context of (22) is: a 
government officer Lu Zhen got married at a place called Baihua Ling, and then went home with the bride. 

 
can collect.                                                                                                                                                                 Shenxiu (c. 900) 

16 A relevant concept is universal epistemic truth which is regarded as ontic, expressing the order of being itself. I do not consider 
(21) as an expression of the universal epistemic truth because as a junior disciple of the Fifth Patriarch at the moment, Huineng 
was interpreting what he understood about the fundamental nature and essence of mind in Buddhism rather than telling a 
universal truth.  
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As they arrived at home, Lu’s parents saw the daughter-in-law, and were supremely happy. The 
proposition introduced by běnlái describes how the bride looks. The bride, Xiaoxia, was lovely enough to 
outshine the moon and put the flowers to shame. When she saw the parents-in-law, she was particularly 
dignified and elegant. It is obvious that in (22), běnlái indicates no temporal, and is not solely epistemic. 
Instead, it serves to signal that the proposition it introduces is reason and justification for the previous 
proposition. Běnlái points back anaphorically to the evaluative adjectival phrase xǐ zhī bù jìn ‘supremely 
happy’ and at the same time cataphorically signals that the following proposition is a justification of the 
phrase, but with some negative evaluation of the proposition, e.g. negative possibilities about Xiaoxia17. 
Therefore, in (22) běnlái has some epistemic properties, but is different from epistemic modal adverb 
běnlái because it is anaphoric as well as cataphoric, and it signals the attitudinal components of the 
proposition it introduces. I suggest that běnlái in (22) is an SDM in connecting the two propositions in a 
cohesive way. From a modal adverb to an SDM, běnlái underwent both form and meaning change: 
structurally, it was moved to the initial position of a segment, and became a disjunct followed by a 
phonological break (a comma in writing); semantically it ceased to denote solely epistemic, but also 
metatextual and connective in the discourse. This is a process of constructionalization, and can be 
schematized as: 
 
 [[benlai]ADV*[indeed]] [[benlai,]SDM *[connective+ evaluative]] 
 

In sum, the development of běnlái underwent constructionalization as well as constructional 
changes. From the two separate morphemes běn and lái, it was first constructionalized as a temporal 
adverb, then went through a constructional change and became an epistemic modal adverb. I suggest it 
may have involved double sources: structurally it developed from the temporal adverb běnlái, whereas 
semantically it may have evolved from monosyllabic modal adverb běn. Furthermore, it was left- 
dislocated at the initial position of a segment, and constructionalized as an SDM. As a side-trip in the 
development, it is also found that around 400 CE, běnlái as a Buddhist abstract noun emerged, and the 
word-formation process underwent an instantaneous contentful constructionalization. The abstract noun 
then was used as a non-predicative adjective. The development of běnlái can be depicted in Figure 2 
(Cxzn for “constructionalization”, CC for “constructional changes”): 
 
[ben]n/adv, [lai]v/suffix 
↓ 
 
[[ben]adv[lai]suffix*[originally+in the time of]][[benlai]ADV*[originally]] 
↓ 
                                                                           
[[benlai]ADV*[originally]]  
↓                       [[benn][laiv]*[basis]+[come]]         [[benlai]N*[the truth]] 
                                                                                                         
[[benlai]ADV*[originally]] [[benlai]ADV*[indeed]] 
↓ 
 
[[benlai]ADV*[indeed]] [[benlai,]SDM *[evaluative and connective]]                       

Two morphemes 
 
 
Cxzn  
 
 
 
Instantaneous Cxzn  
 
CC 
 
 
Cxzn 
 

Figure 2: The development of běnlái 
 
6. The constructional account of the development of běnlái 
In this section, I focus on the developments of běnlái as the adverb and the SDM. I examine the 

 
17 In the following discourse, in less than a month, Lu Zhen left Xiaoxia, the bride, with his parents and went to the capital city by 
himself without telling Xiaoxia the date of his return.  
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motivations and mechanisms (subjectification in section 6.1 and analogization in section 6.2) behind the 
developments, and with a constructional approach, I posit the constructional network for the SDM. By 
including pragmatic, discourse-related elements in constructional work, the study contributes to the 
developing field of diachronic construction grammar.  
 
6.1 Subjectification 
Traugott (1995) suggests in negotiating meaning the speaker not only chooses what to say, but in doing so 
also expresses a subjective point of view. This subjective point of view is part of the invited inferences 
that arise in specific linguistic contexts. Like other pragmatic implicatures, if a particular subjective point 
of view becomes associated with an expression, and is adopted by others in similar ways, a new coded 
(semanticized) polysemy may arise by neoanalysis. The semanticization over time is called 
“subjectification” (Traugott 2010, see also section 2.2 above). Traugott (2010: 35) identifies 
subjectification as the mechanism by which meanings are recruited by the speaker to encode and regulate 
attitudes and beliefs. She also identifies “intersubjectification”, the semanticization over time of 
intersubjectivity, understood as relationship to the addressee and addressee’s face. 

Given these definitions, subjectification and intersubjectification are then, respectively, diachronic 
processes of change that give rise to expressions with subjective and intersubjective meanings from non-
/less subjective and intersubjective uses. 

Beeching and Detges (2014) propose that there is a correlation between subjective, intersubjective 
markers and position: expressions at left periphery (LP)— expressions that occur at the left margin of a 
clause—are likely to be subjective, those at right periphery (RP) —expressions occur at the right margin 
of a clause—are likely to be intersubjective, i.e. there is a functional difference between LP and RP 
(Beeching and Detges 2014). Hence, elements recruited to LP undergo subjectification, whereas those 
recruited to RP undergo intersubjectification. This asymmetry hypothesis is generalized primarily based 
on case studies of Indo-European languages, such as Degand and Fagard (2011) on French alors; Degand 
and Waltereit (2014) on French moi, and Ghezzi and Molinelli (2014) on Italian guarda, prego, and dai. 
Results in these languages suggest that the hypothesis is ‘a strong tendency’; in Traugott’s (2012:8) view, 
the hypothesized asymmetry ‘is robust, but not deterministic’. From a constructionalization perspective, 
this is a hypothesis about whether slots can predict (aspects of) meaning. According to Traugott (2014), 
correlation between position and subjectivity and intersubjectivity depends on the function of elements 
being investigated. 

In previous studies, a number of correlations have been observed between various features of 
linguistic contexts and gradual (inter)subjectification, suggesting that these features may motivate change 
(e.g. Traugott and König, 1991; Traugott and Dasher, 2002). Very few works seek to provide replicable 
operational measures of (inter)subjectification across different construction-types and languages in the 
process of historical development (for an overview, see Traugott, 2010).  

I argue that the development of the epistemic modal adverb běnlái from the temporal adverb is a 
case of subjectification. Traugott (2010) suggests that subjectification is the mechanism by which 
meanings are recruited by the speaker to encode and regulate attitudes and beliefs. In (18) běnlái is a 
temporal adverb denoting the objective temporal fact, whereas in (21) běnlái is subjectified and is used as 
an epistemic modal adverb modifying the verb to emphasize that the essence of mind is emptiness. This 
shows that the speaker indexes a subjective attitude to the proposition. However, I argue that the meaning 
of běnlái that is recruited by the speaker to encode the attitudes and beliefs may also have been influenced 
by the modal adverb běn. Therefore, even though it inherited the form of the temporal adverb, with 
subjectification and at the same time influenced by the modal adverb běn, běnlái changed into an 
epistemic modal adverb.  

I further suggest that the development of the SDM běnlái from the epistemic modal adverb is also a 
case of subjectification. In (21), běnlái is at the clause-initial position with a null subject and expresses 
the speaker’s subjective attitude and concerns the speaker’s assessment of the truth of the proposition. 
When běnlái is used at the LP as in (22), the speaker’s subjectivity is strengthened. In (22), the SDM 
běnlái signals that the proposition it introduces is a reason/ justification for the previous proposition: the 
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speaker’s reason for saying “the Lu’s parents were supremely happy to see the daughter-in-law”, 
especially for saying the evaluative adjectival phrase ‘supremely happy’, which is a particular expression 
of the speaker’s subjective attitude. As shown in the previous section, běnlái in (22) anaphorically points 
back to the evaluative adjectival phrase, and at the same time cataphorically signals that the following 
proposition is a justification of the phrase. It also cues the speaker’s negative evaluation of the proposition. 
The establishment of link between the two propositions is also part of the invited inferences that arise in 
the specific linguistic context. The inference may be that the information in the proposition it introduces 
is known to the addressee, and the addressee might have thought of this relation to the previous 
proposition. The inference was linked to the function of discourse markers, as connectives of coherence, 
and in consequence a new semanticized meaning emerged and was adopted to function as a discourse 
connector, and accordingly it was syntactically neoanalyzed into an SDM. It appears at LP of the “core” 
clause, and links the emergent phrase with the context in the preceding and foregoing discourse by 
projecting the speaker’s attitude. The change involves subjectification and demonstrates the prediction 
that LP expressions are likely to be subjective. 
 
6.2 Analogization 

As mentioned in 2.2, analogization is a mechanism that brings about a new fit to an extant pattern. 
In 5.2, I argued that the constructionalization of the temporal adverb běnlái may have been analogized to 
the extant disyllabic temporal adverb jìnlái ‘recently’. From Old Chinese to Middle Chinese, the systemic 
trend toward disyllabicity led to the creation of disyllabic adverbs. Before běnlái emerged, jìnlái ‘recently’ 
was already extant, and it formed a subschema with the form [monosyllabic adverb+ lái] and the meaning 
[temporal] under the schema of adverbs. When běnlái came into being, it was recruited into the 
subschema. The subschema was further extended when more disyllabic temporal adverbs with lái 
attached emerged, e.g. hòulái ‘later’, yúanlái ‘at first’, xiànglái ‘always’, etc.  

Furthermore, I proposed that two general schemas were of particular importance in the network of 
the constructions relevant to the development of the SDM. One is the schema of discourse connectives (a 
set of discourse markers); the other is the schema of commentary pragmatic markers. In other words, the 
SDM běnlái appearing at the left margin position as a cohesive device functioning to create local 
coherence underwent a process of analogization, and was modeled after the extant discourse connectives 
(a set of discourse markers) that were used to indicate the sequence, causality, and coordination between 
propositions and the extant commentary pragmatic markers that were used to indicate the speaker’s 
thought with respect to the propositional content.  

 
 

6.2.1 The extant discourse connectives 
Discourse connectives are a set of discourse markers that signal a relation between the upcoming message 
and the prior discourse segment and that are often used to index the sequence, causality, and 
argumentation between statements. In Old and Middle Chinese, discourse connectives were dominantly 
monosyllabic items that occurred in a complex sentence indicating consequence, reason, or alternatives. 
Although some discourse connectives such as 若 ruò ‘if’ introducing conditions and 因 yīn ‘because’ 
signaling causes often occur at the LP of S1 in a S1-S2 discourse sequence, some other discourse 
connectives only appear at the LP of S2. These are the exemplars that by hypothesis enabled analogical 
thinking and analogization for the SDM běnlái to emerge. For example, the monosyllabic 则 zé ‘then’ in 
(23) and 故 gù ‘therefore’ in (24). 
 
(23) 何为, 则民服 

hé    wéi,  zé   mín    fú 
what  do   then people  be convinced 
What can you do to make people convinced? 

Lunyu (479-400 BCE) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Causality
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Causality
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(24) 君重秦, 故使相往 

jūn  zhòng  qīn, gù      shǐ   xiàng    wǎng, 
lord value   Qin therefore  send  officials  go 
The lord values Qin, therefore he sent officials to go there. 

Zhanguoce (77-6 BCE) 
 

In Early Modern Chinese, a set of disyllabic discourse connectives emerged such as 可是 kěshì ‘but’ 
in (25). Both the monosyllabic and disyllabic discourse connectives above occur in the LP of S2.  
 
(25) 侯爷叫我来取藏春酒, 叫你亲手拿去，当面就兑银子 

hóuyé    jiào wǒ   lái    qǔ    cángchūn  jiǔ,   jiào   nǐ   qīnshǒu   ná    qù, 
The lord   ask  I    come  get   Cangchun wine,  ask   you  yourself   take   go, 
dāngmiàn    jiù   duì   yínzi 
face to face   just   cash  silver 
可是先生, 白花花的三百 两，难道你就独吞吗？ 
kěshì  xiānsheng,  báihuāhuā    de   sānbǎi  liǎng,   nándào   nǐ   jiù  dú    tūn      ma? 
But   sir,      shining white DE  300    tael,    would   you  just  alone  swallow  Q 
The lord asked me to come to get the Cangchun Wine, he asked you to take it there by yourself and 
he will cash you silver face to face. But sir, it is three hundred taels of shining white silver, would 
you just keep them all to yourself? 

Sanxiawuyi (1879) 
 

I hypothesize that in the process of the development of běnlái into an SDM used at the LP position 
to connect two propositions, it was analogized to extant discourse connectives such as zé ‘then’, gù 
‘therefore’ and kěshì ‘but’ because běnlái indicates causality, result, and elaboration between two 
propositions. In other words, the analogization enabled běnlái to be used in the LP position, and the use as 
a connective emerged. 
 
6.2.2 The extant commentary pragmatic markers 

As mentioned in section 1, Fraser (2009:295-297) proposes four types of pragmatic markers and 
identifies discourse markers as a subset of pragmatic markers and therefore, they share many general 
properties. Feng (2008: 266) outlines the general properties of pragmatic makers:  

 
(i) They signal the speaker’s comment on the propositional content of the matrix but do not 

affect its truth conditions. 
(ii) They operate on the proposition(s) of the matrix clause rather than its constituents. 
(iii) They are syntactically dispensable from the matrix clause. 
(iv) They are parasitic on the propositional content of the matrix clause. 

 
The only difference between discourse markers and other pragmatic markers is that while a discourse 
marker is a cohesive device in nature, a pragmatic marker does not necessarily connect discourse 
segments.  

Since the SDM běnlái signals a comment on the basic proposition, I hypothesize that one of the 
analogical models that enabled it to emerge as an SDM was the extant commentary pragmatic markers 
that show the speaker’s comment on the propositional content, such as 可怜 kělián ‘pitifully’, and 所幸 
suǒxìng ‘fortunately’. These commentary pragmatic markers were already extant in the late Ming Dynasty 
(1368-1644): 
 

(23) 周秀才道：“可怜，我那得钱来买酒吃？”  
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zhōu    xiùcái     dào,    kělián    wǒ     nǎ       dé     qián     lái   mǎi    jiǔ       chī 
Zhou   scholar     say,    pitifully      I    where  have  money to    buy   wine     eat 
Zhou scholar said: “Pitifully, how could I afford to buy wine?” 

Gujin Qiguan (1632) 
 
(24) 所幸彼国安富，远过中国，  

suǒxìng        bǐ   guó        ān      fù      yuǎn     guò        zhōngguó 
fortunately  that   country   safe   rich    far      more than    China   
初无意内犯，向来许多张皇，真是杞人之忧。 
chū         wú   yì          nèifàn   xiànglái    xǔduō     zhānghuáng zhēn  shì       qǐrénzhīyōu 
beginning no   intention invasion always   much   nervous        real   COP     overreacting 
Fortunately, that country is far more prosperous than China. There was no intention to invade your 
country from the beginning. It is overreacting to always be much too nervous. 

Wanli yehuobian (1607) 
 

The context of (23) is: a poor scholar with his wife and son came to seek refuge in town. It 
happened to snow heavily and they went into a restaurant to take cover from snow. The waiter asked if 
they want to drink some wine, and the poor scholar produced (23) as a response. It is a rhetorical question 
implicating the negative meaning ‘I don’t have money to buy wine’. In (23), kělián is the commentary 
pragmatic marker, in that it conveys the speaker’s personal comment to the waiter’s request and kělián 
operates on the proposition that the poor scholar does not have money to buy wine. Syntactically, it is 
dispensable and is followed by a phonological break, a comma, which also illustrates that it takes scope 
over the whole proposition, rather than being a clause constituent. Semantically, it cannot stand by itself 
as an utterance. The use kělián indicates the poor scholar’s negative comment on his own lack of money 
as well as the proposition that ‘have money to buy wine’.  

Suǒxìng in (24) is also a commentary pragmatic marker. The context of (24) is: Ryukyu used to 
communicate with China by maritime transport via Zhejiang and Fujian provinces. Since the battle with 
North Korea, its communication with China went via Korea’s Fushan, where the sea was much calmer 
with no danger. Since the tribute18, communication has been directly from the Shanhai Pass to Beijing via 
land transport. Fortunately, Ryukyu is a peaceful and wealthy state and has had no intention of 
committing invasion from the beginning. There have always been people who worry about it; they worry 
too much. In (24), suǒxìng indicates the speaker’s personal comment on the proposition that “Ryukyu is a 
peaceful and wealthy state”, and responds to the background information about Ryukyu’s communication 
history with China. Like kělián in (23), suǒxìng operates on the proposition and does not affect the 
semantics of the propositional content. Semantically, the use of suǒxìng indicates speaker’s positive 
comment on the proposition ‘Ryukyu is a peaceful state and far more wealthy than China’. Although 
suǒxìng is not followed by a comma as kělián is, syntactically it is also dispensable. 

I suggest that in the process of the change of běnlái into an SDM, speakers/writers analogized 
běnlái to the extant commentary pragmatic markers such as kělián and suǒxìng, and used it in the left 
margin position as an operator over the whole proposition. As a result, běnlái became also syntactically 
dispensable, semantically signaling the speaker’s comment (often counter-expectation) on the proposition 
it introduces without affecting its semantics. However, as shown in (22), běnlái is anaphoric as well as 
cataphoric, and accordingly it connects the two propositions. It therefore also functions as a cohesive 
device, not simply a commentary pragmatic marker, but an SDM.   

In this subsection, I suggested that the two constructional schematic exemplars for the development 
of the SDM běnlái: its connective nature was analogized to the schema of the discourse connectives and 
its epistemic nature was analogized to the schema of the commentary pragmatic markers. Figure 3 models 
the two possible analogical exemplars in the development of the SDM. In the next subsection, I will 
outline the constructional network for the development of the SDM.  

 
18 Ryukyu became a tributary state of China in the Ming Dynasty (1368-1644). 
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   Discourse connectives           Commentary pragmatic markers               
 
 
 
 

zé         gù        kěshì   …          kělián  suǒxìng    …             
(400BCE)  (400BCE) (1879)          (1632)    (1607)                      
 
                   Stance discourse marker  
 
 

                      běnlái (1890)      
Figure 3. Two possible analogical exemplars in the development of the stance discourse marker 

 
 

6.3 The constructional network of the stance discourse marker 
As shown in 6.2, I propose that two general schemas were of particular importance in the network of 
constructions relevant to the development of the SDM: one is the schema of the commentary pragmatic 
markers, the other is the schema of the discourse connectives. When the SDM běnlái occurred, it came to 
be linked with the commentary pragmatic marker schema in that it shows the speaker’s comment on the 
proposition it introduces without affecting its semantics, and at the same time, it became linked with the 
discourse connective schema because of its nature as a cohesive device connecting discourse.  

Based on the data, I suggest that běnlái is one of the first SDMs used in the history of Chinese. After 
it emerged, more SDMs emerged and were recruited into the set. For example, around 1896, yuánlái 
‘because, so, it turns out’ in (29) and around 1921, bìjìng ‘after all, since’ entered the set as in (30). More 
and more SDMs emerge in Modern Chinese and the subschema expanded. All the members of the SDM 
subschema are cohesive devices and at the same time signal the speaker’s comment.  

 
(29) S1. 但见王守仁既将大营撤退，这些兵马又从何处而来呢？ 

Dàn jiàn  wángshǒurén   jì     jiāng   dàyíng  chètuì,  zhèxiē  bīng   mǎ    yòu  
But see  Wang Shouren already take   army  retreat  these  soldier horse  again  
cóng  héchù  ér   lái    ne? 
from  where  and come PTCL 
S2. 原来，就是傀儡生留下的那小瓶子内许多碎草、红豆变成的。 
Yuánlái,   jiù  shì   kuǐlěishēng  liúxià  de    nà    xiǎo  píngzi  nèi    xǔduō  suì    cǎo,  
SDM,    just COP ghost     leave REL those small bottle  inside  many  broken grass 
hóngdòu  biànchéng  de  
red bean turn into  NMLZ 
But since Wang Shouren had already retreated the army, where did these soldiers and 
horses come from? This is because many of the broken grass and red beans in the small 
bottle left by the ghost turned into these soldiers and horses.  

(Qijianshisanxia 1896) 
 
(30)  S1. 懿妃听了这话，知哭也无益，  

yì     fēi             tīng le       zhè   huà     zhī     kū    yě    wú   yì 
Yi   concubine   hear-PFV  this  word   know   cry  also  no   advantage 
揩揩眼泪，转着回自家宫院。 

  kāikāi    yǎnlèi   zhuǎn   zhe       huí     zìjiā     gōngyuàn 
wipe      tear       turn     PROG   back    own     palace  
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S2. 毕竟，妇人家肚肠子是狭窄的，  
bìjìng       fùrénjiā     dù         chángzi     shì      xiázhǎi    de 
SDM    women     stomach  intestine    COP    narrow    NOM 
想到自己私情，被人揭破，颜面无存。 
xiǎng    dào      zìjǐ  sīqíng   bèi       rén       jiēpò      yánmiàn   wú     cún 
think    arrive  self  affair    PASS   person   expose    face         no    exist 
When Yi Concubine heard this, she knew that it was no use crying. She wiped her tears and turned 
back to her palace. Since women are narrow-minded, she felt shame at the thought that her affair had 
been exposed.  

The romantic records of Empress Dowager Cixi (1921) 
 
Figure 4 illustrates the constructional taxonomy of the pragmatic markers in Chinese based on Fraser 

(2009). 
 
 

 
Figure 4: The constructional taxonomy of the pragmatic markers in Chinese (based on Fraser (2009)) 
 
7. Conclusion 
This paper has considered the development of běnlái in the history of Chinese from the constructional 
perspective. I outlined its trajectory: the constructionalization of běnlái into a temporal adverb from the 
adverb běn and the suffix lái around 220 CE. Around 900 CE, the temporal adverb gave rise to an 
epistemic modal adverb to indicate the speaker’s attitude. I proposed that it may involve double input in 
the process of the change, that is, the syntactic form of the modal adverb derived from the temporal 
adverb, but the epistemic modal meaning may have derived from the modal adverb běn. Also around 400 
CE, the Buddhist abstract noun emerged underwent an instantaneous contentful constructionalization, and 
later was used as a non-predicative adjective.  

After the modal adverb běnlái came into being, it further underwent changes and became an SDM 
connecting coherence. Structurally, it was dislocated to the clausal initial position followed by a 
phonological break. Semantically it became metatextual in function and signaled the speaker’s discourse 
strategy as well as subjective evaluation of the proposition. I suggested the development of běnlái from 
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the temporal to modal adverb and further into an SDM was enabled by subjectification, in which běnlái 
became associated with a subjective point of view and the new coded (semanticized) polysemy arose. 
Moreover, I proposed that the SDM běnlái underwent a process of analogization, and that two general 
schemas were particularly important in the development: one is the schema of the discourse connectives 
that were used to indicate the sequence, causality, and argumentation between propositions; the other is 
the schema of the commentary pragmatic markers that were used to indicate the speaker’s comment to the 
propositional content. As běnlái changed into an SDM, the SDM subschema was created, and as more and 
more SDMs emerged, the subschema expanded. 

This study is a contribution to the developing field of diachronic construction grammar in that it 
has made more explicit the way in which constructionalization and constructional changes alternated in 
the development of a specific language element. It has also shown how the set of metatextual SDMs in 
Chinese may come into being. This paper is also intended as a contribution not only to an understanding 
of discourse markers in Chinese but also to the importance of including pragmatic, discourse-related 
phenomena in constructional work. As most earlier constructional studies focus on European languages, 
this study of how textual progression and coherence are construed in Chinese also contributes to a cross-
linguistic typological investigation of the development of pragmatic and discourse devices in human 
languages.  
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